We prove that the pseudovariety DS, of all nite monoids each of whose regular D-classes is a subsemigroup, is local. (A pseudovariety (or variety) V is local if any category whose local monoids belong to V divides a member of V). The proof uses the \kernel theorem" of the rst two authors together with the description by P. Weil of DS as an iterated \block product".
the pseudovariety generated by all semidirect products G M; G 2 G, (the pseudovariety of nite groups) M 2 V, has the same property. (Thus the ( ) T`o perator 11] preserves locality.) In combination with earlier results this yields a wide class of local varieties. It also provides an alternative proof that CR is local.
The \two-sided" versions of the positive arguments for completely regular monoids yield a proof that the pseudovariety DS, of all nite monoids each of whose regular Dclasses is a subsemigroup, is local. This pseudovariety is a natural generalization of CR that has attracted considerable attention of late. We use the description 22] of DS as the union of the iterated \block" products G2 (. . . 2 (G 2 J 1 ) . . .), where G and J 1 are the pseudovarieties of groups and of semilattices, respectively. The key tool is a`kernel" theorem (and its one-sided analogue) for categories introduced in 5] .
An abbreviated version of Section 5, without proofs, will appear in 21].
1 Monoids and categories.
A variety of monoids is a class of monoids closed under quotients, submonoids and direct products. A pseudovariety of monoids is a class of nite monoids closed under quotients, submonoids and nite direct products. Varieties and pseudovarieties of semigroups are de ned analogously. For background on pseudovarieties and their connection with the theory of formal languages see, for example, 13].
Varieties of all types will be denoted by bold capitals. The symbols M;S and 1 will denote either the varieties or pseudovarieties, according to context, of all monoids, all semigroups and of all trivial monoids (or trivial semigroups), respectively. However, J 1 denotes the pseudovariety of all nite semilattices (considered as monoids or as semigroups, in context).
Let V be a monoid written additively with identity 0. Let T be a monoid with a double action (t; v; t 0 ) ! tvt 0 on V such that:
t(v 1 + v 2 )t 0 = tv 1 t 0 + tv 2 t 0 ; t 1 (t 2 vt 0 2 )t 0 1 = (t 1 t 2 )v(t 0 2 t 0 1 ) 1 v 1 = v; t 0 t 0 = 0 for all v; v 1 ; v 2 2 V; t; t 0 ; t 1 ; t 2 ; t 0 1 ; t 0 2 2 T. Abbreviate 1vt to vt and tv1 to tv. With the product de ned by (v; t)(v 0 ; t 0 ) = (vt 0 + tv 0 ; tt 0 ), V T becomes a monoid, a double semidirect product V T of V and T 14] .
A special case is the block product of arbitrary monoids V and T. For each f : T T ! V and t; t 0 2 T, let tft 0 : T T ! V be de ned by t 1 (tft 0 )t 2 = (t 1 t) f(t 0 t 2 ). Then the map (t; f; t 0 ) ?! tft 0 de nes a double action of T on V T T ; the block product V 2 T of V and T is the double semidirect product of V T T and T with respect to this action.
A double action (t; v; t 0 ) ?! tvt 0 is a left action if tvt 0 = tv for all t; t 0 2 T; v 2 V .
The double semidirect product then becomes the usual semidirect product V T, with (v; t)(v 0 ; t 0 ) = (v + tv 0 ; tt 0 ). The dual concept is the reverse semidirect product V r T. The wreath product V T of monoids V and T is then the semidirect product of V T and T with the natural left action. The dual is the reverse wreath product V r T. For a full discussion of the properties of, and interplay between, these constructions, see 14] .
The block product U2V of two monoid varieties (sometimes written U V) is the variety generated by all block products M 2 N (equivalently 14] all double semidirect products), M 2 U; N 2 V. Their wreath product U V (sometimes written U V) is generated by all wreath (equivalently, all semidirect) products, similarly; their reverse wreath product is denoted U r V. Analogous de nitions apply to pseudovarieties. P. Weil 22, Lemma 2.4] showed that if V and T are monoids and G is a group dividing V 2 T then G divides a normal subgroup N of V such that G=N divides T. The rst part of Result 1.1 is then an immediate consequence, the second part being similar. RESULT 1.1 Let V and W be varieties of monoids. Then G \ (V 2 W) = (G \ V)2(G \ W) and G \ (V W) = (G \ V) (G \ W).
Next we summarize from 21] the de nitions and elementary properties of the algebraic theory of categories that we shall require. A graph C consists of a set Obj C of objects and, for each pair c; d of objects, a hom-set C(c; d) of arrows x : c ! d; d is the head and c is the tail of x. Graphs with one object may be identi ed with sets. A category is a graph C on which a product of pairs of consecutive arrows is de ned, associative on triples, with an identity arrow 1 c at each object c. Categories with one object are therefore just monoids. At each object c, the hom-set C(c; c) is the local monoid at c, denoted C c . The exponent of C is the least integer n such that x n is idempotent for every element (or loop) x in C.
A relational morphism : C ! D of categories consists of a function : Obj C ! Obj D and, for each hom-set C(c; d), a fully de ned relation : C(c; d) ?! D(c ; d ) such that (x )(y ) (xy) whenever xy is de ned, and 1 c 2 1 c ; is a morphism if each hom-set relation is a function; it is injective, or is a division, if each hom-set relation is injective, that is, if for all distinct coterminal pairs x and y; x and y are disjoint. If such a division exists then C divides D, written C D. An injective morphism is termed faithful. A relational morphism (in particular a morphism) is quotient if it is bijective on objects and surjective on each hom-set.
An equivalence relation on a category C consists of a family of equivalence relations, one on each hom-set; is a congruence if for all coterminal pairs x; y and all consecutive triples a; x; b of arrows, x y implies axb ayb. The quotient category C= has Obj C = Obj C= and the obvious quotient sets for hom-sets. The natural morphism of C on C= is a quotient morphism. A variety of categories is a class of categories that is closed under direct products and division, equivalently (by the preceding paragraph) under direct products, quotient morphisms and inverses of faithful morphisms. Pseudovarieties of nite categories are de ned analogously. We also use 1 to denote either the variety or pseudovariety of trivial categories (those for which each hom-set has at most one arrow). A category C is bonded (or strongly connected) if each hom-set is nonempty. Theorem 13.6 of 21] asserts that a category C belongs to a nontrivial variety V if and only if each of its \bonded components" belongs to V. Thus when discussing varietal membership, only bonded categories need to be treated.
With every variety V of monoids, two varieties of categories are naturally associated: gV is the variety generated by V and consists of all categories that divide some monoid in V;`V consists of all categories whose local monoids belong to V; gV and`V are, respectively, the least and greatest category varieties whose monoids are precisely those in V. For example g1 = 1, the variety of trivial categories, but`1 is the variety of locally trivial categories. The variety V is local if gV =`V. Locality of pseudovarieties is de ned in the same way and, in particular, has many applications to semigroup theory and formal language theory (see 21, 7] .
It was shown by the rst author 4] that each variety CRn of monoids de ned by a law x n+1 = x; n 1, is local. A monoid variety consists of completely regular monoids if and only if it is contained in CRn for some n. The pseudovarieties de ned by the same laws are also local and in fact the pseudovariety CR of all nite completely regular monoids is local. On the other hand, he and M. B. Szendrei 6, 7] proved that any nontrivial variety of monoids that consists of orthogroups (completely regular semigroups whose idempotents form a subsemigroup) is local; the same holds for pseudovarieties. We shall see in Section 5 that not every variety, and not every pseudovariety , consisting of completely regular monoids is local.
It will be necessary there to consider free categories and their congruences. Given any graph X, there is a free category X over X, the objects of which are those of X, the hom-sets X (c; d) consisting of all paths in X from c to d. Two paths are co-terminal if they lie in the same hom-set of X . The operation is concatenation; the identity at a is the empty path at a. With each variety W of categories there is associated a congruence W on X , and X = W is the W-free category on X, in the usual sense: if C 2 W and there is a graph mapping : X ! C, then extends uniquely to a morphism of X = W to C. Given C, the graph X may be chosen so that the morphism is quotient.
In terms of congruences, a variety V of monoids is local if and only if, for any graph X; gV = `V . The latter is clearly the congruence on X generated (see below) by the family f V g c ; c 2 Obj X, where for any monoid M; V denotes the least congruence on M such that M= V 2 V. We can interpret gV as follows.
Let E be the set of all edges of X. Considering E as a one-object graph, E denotes the free monoid it generates. The map that sends the objects of X to the single object of E, and the edges to themselves in E, extends to an injective morphism : X ! E .
(Each path in X is mapped to the corresponding word in E ). By 7, Proposition 2.1], for cotermial paths p and q in X; p gV q in X if and only if p V q in E .
Any congruence on a category C induces a congruence c on each local monoid C c .
Conversely, any family f c g c2ObjC , or just f c g, of congruences on the local monoids of C generates a congruence f c g : the intersection of all congruences that include We complete this introduction with a discussion of ideals of categories. Let C be a category. An ideal of C is a subgraph I with the property that for every arrow u of I; sut 2 I for every consecutive triple s; u; t. Thus I is a \semigroupoid", rather than a category. The notation I c ; c 2 Obj C, now denotes the local semigroup of I at c (possibly empty). Clearly, if nonempty I c is an ideal of C c . The ideals are partially ordered by inclusion. If C is nite, it possesses minimal ideals and if C is also bonded, it clearly has a unique minimum ideal. For any set A of arrows of C, the ideal generated by A is CAC = fsat : a 2 A; s; a; t consecutiveg, together with the appropriate objects. 2 Kernels.
In 5] the rst two authors de ned a kernel for arbitrary relational morphisms between categories and proved a \Kernel Theorem" 5, Theorem 3.1] relating kernels to double semidirect products. This and related theorems generalized results from 21] on kernels of relational morphisms between monoids. The \one-sided" version of the kernel is the derived category. The analogous \Derived Category Theorem" generalizes results of 21], on the derived category of relational morphisms between monoids.
We shall not need the most general form of the kernel (and derived category) in the sequel. In order to simplify the exposition, we shall de ne these concepts only for quotient morphisms between categories. In this case, these concepts are closely related to constructions of D. Finally, there are left-right duals for these one-sided de nitions and results. In particular the reverse derived category and the reverse wreath product (x1) are connected by a reverse derived category theorem: g(V r W) = gV r gW.
3 Locality of DS.
The pseudovariety DS, comprising all nite monoids each of whose regular D-classes is a subsemigroup, was introduced by M. P. Sch utzenberger 17] who, in addition to studying the structure of its monoids, determined the languages recognized by various of its subpseudovarieties. Considerable attention has been focused on DS of late, particularly by A. Azevedo 1] and P. Weil 22] .
For any pseudovariety V of semigroups, DV will denote the pseudovariety of monoids, each of whose regular D-classes is a semigroup in V. Note that DS = DCR = DCS, where CS is the pseudovariety of completely simple semigroups. Notable subpseudovarieties are D1, usually denoted J; DReB (where ReB is the pseudovariety of rectangular bands), usually denoted DA; and DRZ and DLZ (where RZ and LZ are the pseudovarieties of right and left zero semigroups, respectively), usually denoted L and R, (ii) fb : J b J a g is a subsemigroup of S for all a 2 S;
(iii) S ultimately satis es the equations ((xy) n (yx) n (xy) n ) n = (xy) n . Two cases are of particular note: G2DS = DS and G so`2 DS so`= DS so`. Although the inequality H2DS(H) DS(H) is all that is needed in the sequel, it is worth noting the following description of DS(H), which follows now immediately from 15, Theorem 3.4 (2) We now prove that DS(H) is local, for any nontrivial extension-closed pseudovariety H of groups. Our line of reasoning is based on that of 18]. We rst prove some general results on the kernels of Rees quotient morphisms. For convenience, if is any congruence on a category C, let K be the kernel of the natural morphism of C on C= . Let C be a nite bonded category. By x1 it possesses a minimum ideal I. For each object a of C, let H a denote the congruence on C a that is H on I a and the identical relation elsewhere. Let denote the congruence on C generated by the family fH a g. LEMMA 3.6 Let C be a nite bonded category, with minimum ideal I. In the notation above, (i) the family fH a g is extensible and all nontrivial -classes are contained in I.
(ii) each local monoid of K is isomorphic to a subgroup of some local semigroup of I.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, I a is the minimum ideal of C a , whence completely simple, for each a 2 Obj C. Thus H a is indeed a congruence. Let n be the exponent of C (so x n is idempotent for every loop x).
(i) As remarked, in x1, the quotient C=I by any ideal I possesses a trivial minimum ideal. We denote that ideal, and also the unique arrow in each nonempty hom-set, by 0. An ideal I in a category with minimum ideal 0 is null if all products of consecutive arrows are 0. The next lemma is similar to 18, Lemma 3.1].
LEMMA 3.8 Let C be a bonded category with minimum ideal 0. Suppose C possesses a 0-minimal ideal I which is null. Then K I 2`1.
Proof. Let (u; x; v) be a loop at hu; vi in W I . Let s I = u; t I = v. By Lemma 3.5, we may assume s; t 2 I. Then sxt = 0 = st, so K I (hu; vi) is trivial. LEMMA 3.9 Let C be a nite bonded category, with minimum ideal 0. Then C is isomorphic with a subdirect product of categories, each possessing a unique 0-minimal ideal.
Proof. Let I 1 ; . . . ; I m be the 0-minimal ideals of C, and assume m > 1. For each i, let Q i consist of all arrows x such that C x C\I i 0, together with their endpoints. Then Q i is an ideal; let i denote the associated Rees congruence. Now for any nonzero arrow x of C; CxC contains some 0-minimal ideal I i , whence fxg i = fxg. Hence T f i : 1 i mg is the identical relation and C is a subdirect product of fI= i : 1 i mg.
Our nal lemma is the only one that mentions DS. Proof. By assumption, there exist x; y 2 I such that xy 6 = 0. Since I is 0-minimal, I = C xy C and x = s(xy)t for some s; t. Let e = (yt) n , where n is the exponent of C. Then e is a nonzero idempotent of I, since x = s n x(yt) n . Let u; v be any two consecutive nonzero arrows of C. Since C u C 6 = 0; I C u C and so e = puq for some p; q. Then qpu is a loop, at b, say, and (qpu) n is an idempotent in I b ? 0, since (qpu) n = qepu and e = pu(qpu) n q. Similarly, e = rvs for some r; s, and (vts) n 2 I b ?0. By an argument like that in Lemma 1.3, I b is 0-minimal ideal of C b . Since C b 2 DS; I b ? 0 is a subsemigroup of C b , so that (qpu) n (vts) n 6 = 0, whence uv 6 = 0 THEOREM 3.11 Let H be any nontrivial extension-closed pseudovariety of groups. Then DS(H) is local. In particulalar, DS and DS so`a re local. Proof. Let C be a nite category. Suppose C 2`DS(H). We proceed by induction on the number of arrows of C. If C is trivial then it divides a trivial monoid; if C is a semilattice then it belongs to DS(H).
Assume C is nontrivial and bonded. Let I be its minimum ideal. If I contains a nontrivial subgroup then the congruence , de ned before Lemma 3.6, is nontrivial and by that lemma K 2`H. By hypothesis, C= 2 DS(H). Since any non-trivial pseudovariety of groups is local, it follows from the kernel theorem (Result 2.1) that C 2 g(H 2 DS(H)) = gDS(H), by Result 3.3.
Otherwise I a is a rectangular band for each a 2 Obj C. If I is nontrivial then by Lemma 3.7, K I 2`1. But`1 is contained in every nontrivial category pseudovariety 21, Theorem 8.1], whence in`H. The kernel theorem and Result 3.3 apply similarly.
Assume, then, that C has trivial minimum ideal O. By Lemma 3.9 and the induction hypothesis we may also assume C has a unique 0-minimal ideal I, say. If I is null then Lemma 3.8 applies and the argument of the preceding paragraph is valid. Otherwise Lemma 3.10 applies: C-O is a subcategory of C, which belongs to gDS(H), by hypothesis. The proof of Theorem 4.6 requires a little preparation and a preliminary lemma. A pseudovariety U of categories is nitely generated if it is generated by a single category C, say. In that case 21], U coincides with the nite members of the variety V(C) of categories that C generates: for any nite graph X, the quotient X = V(C) is nite and is therefore a free object in U over X. (Here we use the notation introduced in x1). It will be convenient, for any category C and any pseudovariety V of categories, to denote by V the least congruence on C such that C= 2 V. Thus, for example, V(C) = U , above.
LEMMA 4.9 Let U be a nitely generated pseudovariety of locally completely regular categories, with U \ G nontrivial. Let X be a nite graph and put C = X = U . Suppose W is a subpseudovariety of U that contains J 1 and is such that on each local monoid C a of C, the restriction ( W ) a of W to C a is contained in L. Then D W 2`(U \ G). Proof. Let n be the exponent of the category that generates U. Then C 2`CRn. Let K denote the variety of monoids generated by the groups in C itself. Since C is nite, K is a nitely generated variety of groups, of exponent dividing n, and the nite members of K belong to U\G. Since D = D W is nite, to show it belongs to`(U\G) it su ces to show, therefore, that it belongs to`K.
Since K has nite exponent, it is de ned by monoid identities of the form w(x 1 ; . . ., We may now prove the theorem. Let H be an extension-closed pseudovariety of groups and let V be a local subpseudovariety of CR(H). We prove that H V is local, the other statement being dual. If H is trivial then H V = V, so we may assume H is nontrivial. If V does not contain J 1 then it is well known that V is a group pseudovariety and is therefore contained in H, whence H V = H is local. So we may also assume J 1 V. Let C 2`(H V) and let U be the pseudovariety that it generates. Let X be a nite graph that generates C and put E = X = U , a nite category as noted above. 5 A nonlocal variety of completely regular monoids. This section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. Let X be the graph:
In the notation of the introduction, E = fx; y; z; wg. Let , will be shown false, contradicting the assumed locality of R.
Denote the paths that generate the local monoids X A and X B by a = xz; b = xw; c = yz; d = yw; and a 0 = zx; b 0 = wy; c 0 = zy; d 0 = wx respectively. A path in X is said to be cyclic if it is a subpath of (abcd) m for some m 1. Given any nonempty path u in X , we construct a path u as follows. y y x x w z w z Table 5 .2 Proof. From jc(u)j = 4 it follows that jc(u i )j = 3 and jc(1(u i ))j = 2. The edges of 1(u i ) must be consecutive, so c(1(u i )) is one of fx; wg; fx; zg; fy; wg; fy; zg. In each case 1(u i ) and 0(u i+1 ) satisfy f 1(u i ); 0(u i+1 )g = X ? c(1(u i )), yielding (in a di erent order), the eight columns of the last two rows of the table. The top entry of each column now follows from consecutivity of edges in u.
To exemplify, suppose 1(u i ) = w and 0(u i+1 ) = y, so that c(1(u i )) = fx; zg. Then since 1(u i ) 1(u i ) is a path, 1(u i ) must begin with x; similarly, 0(u i+1 ) must end with z and 1(u i ) is therefore a power of xz = a.
Note further that for each of the eight possibilities for 0(u i+1 ) given in Table 5 .2 there are then only two choices for 1(u i+1 ) possible, applying the lemma with i incremented by 1. For instance, to continue the above example, we have c(u i+1 ) = fx; y; zg so c(1(u i+1 )) = fx; zg or fy; zg, so that 1(u i+1 ) is y or x, and 1(u i+1 ) is therefore a power of a 0 or c 0 , respectively.
The rst two columns of Table 5 Table 5 .4 computes 1 2 (û i ) for each possible choice of 1(u i ), using the third column of Table 5 .3 to evaluate 1(u i ) (by reading 1(u i ) into the rst column of that table). For instance, if 1(u i ) = a n , then (from the rst row of Table 5 Since 1(u i ) = 0(u i+1 ) we may also add the second, fourth and fth columns of Table  5.3 to Table 5 .4 (incrementing i by 1). For i < h, the column labelled t i+2 is also obtained from Table 5 .3, by noting that 1(u i+1 ) = 0(u i+2 ) and incrementing i by 2 in that table. When i = h we de ne t i+2 = 1. Table 5 .4. We illustrate the rst case, 1(u i ) = a n . Then 1 2 (û i ) = b; g i = 1 (from the de nition), t i+2 = 1 (from the table if i < h, by de nition if i = h). Thus 1 2 (û i )g i s i+1 t i+2 = bs i+1 =û i+1 g i+1 , using the last two columns of the table.
In the notation and terminology above, we may write û i ] = (u i;0 ; . . .; u i;i(u) ); i(u) 1 Now substitute these products into the one for u above. In order to apply Result 5.3 to obtain (6) it must be veri ed that for 0 i h, 1(u i;i(u) ) = 0(u i+1;0 ) and c(u i;i(u) ) 6 = c(u i+1;0 ) since it is clear that jc(u i;j )j = 2 for each j. As observed above 1(u i;i(u) ) = 1 2 (û i ), the value of which can be read from the third column of Table 5 .4. On the other hand, 0(u i+1;0 ) = 0 2 (û i+1 ). It is easily veri ed that 0 2 (û i+1 ) is just the rst letter in the right hand side of the equation de ningû i+1 (Table 5 .4), which in each case agrees with 1 2 (û i ).
Finally, using the cyclic natures ofû i andû i+1 it is easy to verify that the edge preceding 1 2 (û i ) is di erent from that following 0 2 (û i+1 ). The contents of 1(û i ) and 0(û i+1 ) are therefore di erent, as required. Table 5 .5 it may then be veri ed (as for and above) that r(pr) m r(pr) n implies m n and that r(qr) m r(qr) n implies m n . But each of ( m ) and ( m ) lies in the subgroup H e of E = , which belongs to B4. Thus substitution in (10) yields the equation (9) and gu gv, whence u v. We are now ready to prove that p i q i+1 implies p i q i+1 , yielding the contradiction noted before Lemma 5.5 and therefore completing the proof of the varietal part of Theorem 5.1. in FB4(Z); (13) where p i;s ] = p i;s;0 ; . . . ; p i;s;s(p i ) and q i+1;t ] = q i+1;t;0 ; . . . ; q i+1;t;t(q i+1 ) , in the notation introduced prior to Lemma 5.8. We may therefore replace the free generators p i;s and q i+1;t in (12) by the left-and right-hand sides of (13), respectively, to get an equation in FB4(Z). Given the expressions for p i ] and q i+1 ] from Lemma 5.8, Result 5.4 now implies p i q i+1 .
To deduce that the nite members of R form a nonlocal pseudovariety it su ces to know that B4 is locally nite 16]. For then by 2], CR4 is also locally nite and thus X = `R is nite, and divides no monoid in R.
It also follows from the proof of the theorem that the variety T is not local.
